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Nonlinear Analysis and Synthesis Techniques for Aircraft Control (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2007
Despite many significant advances in the theory of nonlinear control in recent years, the majority of control laws implemented in the European aerospace industry are still designed and analysed using predominantly linear techniques applied to linearised models of the aircrafts’ dynamics. Given the continuous increase in the complexity of...
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Dynamics of Surfaces and Reaction Kinetics in Heterogeneous Catalysis (Studies in Surface Science and Catalysis)Elsevier Limited, 1997
The keynote lectures and oral presentations provide a good mix of the role of surface science in studying catalysis with discussions of real catalyst systems, transient phenomena and relevant aspects of chemical engineering.

ASLIB Book Guide    

       Hardbound. Many processes of the chemical industry are based upon...
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Snake Robots: Modelling, Mechatronics, and Control (Advances in Industrial Control)Springer, 2012

	Snake Robots is a novel treatment of theoretical and practical topics related to snake robots: robotic mechanisms designed to move like biological snakes and able to operate in challenging environments in which human presence is either undesirable or impossible. Future applications of such robots include search and rescue, inspection and...
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Dynamics AX: A Guide to Microsoft AxaptaApress, 2005
Axapta is Microsoft’s flagship ERP system and the most exciting ERP product currently on
the scene. If Axapta hasn’t come to a computer near you yet, it will soon.

We’d like to start by offering the most valuable piece of advice we have for anyone working
with Axapta (and with any complex system, for that...
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iOS UICollectionView: The Complete Guide (2nd Edition) (Mobile Programming)Pearson Education, 2014

	Fully updated for iOS 7, iOS UICollectionView: The Complete Guide, Second Edition will help you build highly immersive, cutting-edge iOS user interfaces that transform your apps from good to great! Ash Furrow...
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New Developments in the Visualization and Processing of Tensor Fields (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2012

	Bringing together key researchers in disciplines ranging from visualization and image processing to applications in structural mechanics, fluid dynamics, elastography, and numerical mathematics, the workshop that generated this edited volume was the third in the successful Dagstuhl series. Its aim, reflected in the quality and relevance of...
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Chaos and Coarse Graining in Statistical MechanicsCambridge University Press, 2008
While statistical mechanics describe the equilibrium state of systems with many degrees of freedom, and dynamical systems explain the irregular evolution of systems with few degrees of freedom, new tools are needed to study the evolution of systems with many degrees of freedom. This book presents the basic aspects of chaotic systems, with emphasis...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011: Dashboards CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	This cookbook is full of practical and easily applicable recipes that will teach the user how to understand and unleash the full capabilities of the new dashboard features in Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011. Starting with basic tasks to build user confidence and general knowledge, the chapters provide insight with helpful tips and related...
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Feedback Control of Computing SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A pioneering reference on control theory designed specifically for computer professionals
In today’s computerized economy, the profitability and availability of many businesses rely on a clear understanding of the dynamics of their computing systems, especially how they relate to changes in workloads and configuration.   Frequent,...
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A Cell Biologist's Guide to Modeling and BioinformaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A step-by-step guide to using computational tools to solve problems in cell biology
Combining expert discussion with examples that can be reproduced by the reader, this text introduces an array of informatics tools that are available for analyzing biological data and modeling cellular processes. You learn to fully leverage public databases and...
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Ultrafast Infrared Vibrational SpectroscopyCRC Press, 2013

	The advent of laser-based sources of ultrafast infrared pulses has extended the study of very fast molecular dynamics to the observation of processes manifested through their effects on the vibrations of molecules. In addition, non-linear infrared spectroscopic techniques make it possible to examine intra- and intermolecular interactions and...
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Applied Computational Fluid Dynamics Techniques: An Introduction Based on Finite Element MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is concerned with the efficient numerical solution of the partial differential equations that describe fluid dynamics. CFD techniques are commonly used in the many areas of engineering where fluid behavior is an important factor. Traditional fields of application include aerospace and automotive design, and more...
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